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CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY
INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS WHITE PAPER IS SUBJECT TO
COMPLETION OR AMENDMENT. THIS WHITE PAPER SHALL NOT
CONSTITUTE AN OFFER TO SELL OR THE SOLICITATION OF ANY OFFER
TO BUY TOKENS NOR SHALL THERE BE ANY SALE OF SUCH TOKENS IN
ANY JURISDICTION IN WHICH SUCH OFFER, SOLICITATION OR SALE
WOULD BE UNLAWFUL. THIS WHITE PAPER SUPERSEDES IN ITS
ENTIRETY ANY OTHER PRIOR MARKETING MATERIALS OR OTHER
COMMUNICATIONS.
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DISCLAIMER REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
CERTΑIN INFORMATION SET FORΤΗ IN ΤHIS WHITE PΑΡER COΝΤAΙNS
"FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION", INCLUDING “FUTURE ORIENTED
FINANCIAL INFORMATION" AND “FINANCIAL OUTLOOK", UNDER
APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS (COLLECTIVELY REFERRED TO HEREIN
AS FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS). EXCEPT FOR STATEMENTS OF
HISTORICAL FACT, INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN CONSTITUTES
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS AND INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED
TO, THE: (I) PROJECTED FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF THE TOKEN; (II)
COMPLETION OF, AND THE USE OF PROCEEDS FROM THE PΟΤΕΝΤΙAL
SALE OF SECURITIES; (I) THE EXPECTED DEVELOPΜΕΝT OF THE
ORGANIZATION, PROJECTS AND JOINT VENTURES; (IV) EXECUTION OF
THE FOUNDER'S VISION AND GROWTH STRATEGY; (V) COMPLETION OF
THE ORGANIZATION'S PROJECTS THAT ARE CURRENTLY UNDERWAY, IN
DEVELOPMENT OR OTHERWISE UNDER CONSIDERATION; AND (VI)
FUTURE LIQUIDITY, WORKING CAPITAL, AND CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS.
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS ARE PROVIDED TO ALLOW
POTENTIAL INVESTORS THE OPPORTUNITY TO UNDERSTAND CORE
TEAM'S BELIEFS AND OPINIONS IN RESPECT OF THE FUTURE SO THAT
THEY MAY USE SUCH BELIEFS AND OPINIONS AS ONE FACTOR IN
EVALUATING AN INVESTMENT. THESE STATEMENTS ARE NOT
GUARANTEES OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE AND UNDUE RELIANCE
SHOULD NOT BE PLACED ON THEM. SUCH FORWARD-LOOKING
STATEMENTS NECESSARILY INVOLVE KNOWN AND UNKNOWN RISKS
AND UNCERTAINTIES, WHICH MAY CAUSE ACTUAL PERFORMANCE AND
FINANCIAL RESULTS IN FUTURE PERIODS TO DIFFER MATERIALLY FROM
ANY PROJECTIONS OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE OR RESULT EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED BY SUCH FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS. ALTHOUGH
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THIS WHITE PAPER
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ARE BASED UPON WHAT CORE TEAM OF THE ORGANIZATION BELIEVE
ARE REASONABLE ASSUMPTIONS, THERE CAN BE NO ASSURANCE THAT
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS WILL PROVE TO BE ACCURATE, AS
ACTUAL RESULTS AND FUTURE EVENTS COULD DIFFER MATERIALLY
FROM THOSE ANTICIPATED IN SUCH STATEMENTS. THE INDIVIDUALS
RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATING THE TOKEN AND PLATFORM(S)
UNDERTAKE NO OBLIGATION TO UPDATE FORWARD-LOOKING
STATEMENTS IF CIRCUMSTANCES OR CORE TEAMS ESTIMATES OR
OPINIONS SHOULD CHANGE EXCEPT AS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE
SECURITIES LAWS. THE READER IS CAUTIONED NOT TO PLACE UNDUE
RELIANCE ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEΜENTS.
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ABSTRACT

B

oost is a new Digital Ecosystem for the modern world. Its mission is to disrupt
traditional forms of inancial tools which provide liquidity to the broader economy.

We believe that the power of inance should be in the hands of the many, not the few, and
that technology should be optimized in the best interest of human beings, to work for us
and not the other way around.
Today, large corporations earn billions of dollars each year by leveraging the value of our
collective earnings, which they risk by investing in ventures large and small, for the
bene it of the few, not the many.
This risk, which many believed to have been isolated to those making the decisions of
what to invest in, was revealed in 2008 to be placed back on the very people whose
assets were being used to assume those positions in the irst place, without authority or
governance.
The goal of the Boost ecosystem is to create an independent community which selfinances, and self-governs.
However, to get there we must irst develop and maintain a centralized organization
which builds the tools necessary to allow for a fully functional DAO (Decentralized
autonomous organization) down the road.
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OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

B

oost coin is supported by a preexisting app, the Boost Trading app. With over
6,000 paid subscribers, Boost Trading minted dozens of new millionaires during
the bull run in 2020. This community will serve as the base for the Boost
ecosystem. Having thousands of supporters prior to launch will allow us to ensure a solid
start.
The development team has been working in the blockchain space since 2014. Members
of the core team have assisted in the launch of numerous successful projects, including a
coin that reached the top 50 in 2017, and one of the irst 100 coins ever created. This is a
strong collaboration from key players in the space.

TOOLS OF THE FUTURE

W

e believe in free markets, however we also realize that the vision of a grand
world through capitalism has eroded due to inherent weaknesses created by
human involvement. The beauty of code is that you are able to enforce rules
without fear of manipulation or corruption.
Everyone has the right to engage in fair trade, without restriction. This is our belief.
This is why our irst tool is a Decentralized exchange, or DEX. Also known as a swap, our
DEX 1.0 was built with the same functionality as UniSwap v2, but with an updated user
interface to make the experience much easier and more enjoyable.
In time, as projected in our road map, we will have a vibrant ecosystem illed with the
latest in DeFi features and functions, including cross-chain swaps, farming, staking,
additional trading pairs, and NFTs. We anticipate growing to include designs and
functions still yet to be discovered that can take full advantage of blockchain and smart
contract technology.
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DECENTRALIZATION

O

ne of the largest problems that looms over blockchain projects is their inability
to actually create a decentralized environment which is described as one of the
core strengths of this emerging technology.

There is a strong narrative that the decentralized nature of a cryptocurrency stems from
the nodes (or miners) that are live, securing the network.
This conveniently excludes a growing lack of decentralization when it comes to actual
ownership of coins and tokens. If one individual or centralized group has too much token
ownership, especially in a ixed supply, or worse a de lationary asset, that asset becomes
susceptible to attacks and manipulation and this only serves to weaken the ecosystem
which is designed to source its strength through the very nature of decentralization.
It is as a result of this that we have implemented strict rules surrounding ownership, in the
form of maximum transactions and maximum wallet sizes. The maximum transaction will
be 0.5% of the total supply, or 5 million tokens.
The maximum wallet size shall be 0.95% of the total supply, or 9.5 million tokens. This
means, no single wallet will control even 1% of the total supply. Greater distribution
means that we can ensure that this will be one of the most decentralized projects in the
Cryptosphere.
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TOKENOMICS
•
•

Total supply: 1,000,000,000
50% Burned at launch - (Will be a de lationary asset as re lected coins will be burned with every
transaction *See Re lection description below)

•
•

Starting price: Approximately $0.001
11% Tax - (Subject to change based on future governance decisions from Boost community)

•

4% Marketing
This will provide Boost with a substantial resource to pour into partnerships,
in luencers, community giveaways and additional team members to help

•

increase global awareness for the project.
3% Development Team
Enables Boost to continue to scale the project and speed up deliverables
such as integrating with other DeFi platforms, acquiring listings on

•

exchanges, and expanding the product line.
2% Re lection
Boost holders will passively earn tokens just by holding. 2% of each
transaction will be distributed to all holders proportionally. Since a large
percentage of total supply is burned prior to launch, this re lection also

•

allows Boost to become a de lationary asset.
2% Market Making
Providing support to the project in the form of pooled resources allows us to
maintain a healthy chart from a technical perspective which will help the
overall steady growth of the project. We have hired a team of professional
tier one market makers to strategically create buy/sell walls so that the price
action is consistently moving in an upwards and stable pattern.
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UTILITY

W

e introduced our irst utility, BoostSwap on August 13th 2021, three days after
our token launch. The founding team has been crypto-native since 2014 and
the introduction of non-custodial token exchange through automated market
makers has paved the path for new innovative protocols. We want to further that
development by releasing our own swap platform.
Our swap platform has a sleek and user-friendly frontend so that users can swap easily
and quickly. We’ve taken elements from Uniswap, SushiSwap, ParaSwap, Bancor,
Balancer, Dodo Exchange, and Curve Finance to create a full-functioning backend. Soon
we will be adding in advanced functions, such as a Limit order function, which will enable
users to set a predetermined price at which they are willing to execute a swap. In future
iterations, we will also be infusing features which can only be accessed by Boost Coin
holders and some subscription based features requiring Boost Coin exclusively as
payment.
BoostSwap will have a 0.3% swap fee which will be directly contributed to the Boost Coin
liquidity pool, thus increasing the value of Boost Coin with every transaction performed
on BoostSwap, regardless of which tokens or coins are exchanged.
Additionally, we will be establishing numerous partnerships with new projects being
launched on the Ethereum network. These partnerships will be both revenue generating
and provide additional marketing and outreach. The revenue will also be added to the
liquidity pool of Boost coin, further increasing its value.
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After completing our vetting process which will consist of auditing their contract,
reviewing locked liquidity, evaluating the strength of their community and marketing
plan, amongst other criteria, new coins will have the ability to take full advantage of two
main components of BoostSwap which have a signi icant advantage to our competitors,
especially Uniswap.
Our value proposition is as follows:
Projects that launch their tokens on decentralized exchanges face a number of issues
which a ect their ability to succeed and place their potential audience of token holders at
risk. Bad actors attempt to confuse the audience by launching tokens with the same
name is the real project, but with a di erent contract address. Projects lose holders and
those would-be holders can lose all the Ethereum they attempted to use to acquire the
tokens.
Furthermore, many investors are apprehensive to import new and unveri ied tokens into
their decentralized exchange app for fear of importing the wrong token. In fact, most
exchanges warn of the risks associated with manually importing a token contract in
writing. A certain cross section of people (especially those who are new to the space)
simply will not move forward or will hesitate at launch, which will cause them to lose an
opportunity to get in at an advantageous price point or be turned away altogether.
Our partnerships will include allowing new projects to pre-import their tokens into the
dropdown menu of BoostSwap to ensure that there is no risk of falling victim to a fake
contract address. We will assist with the internal integration to our protocol in exchange
for marketing, increased liquidity for Boost Coin and other negotiable deals which will
further increase the value and awareness of the Boost ecosystem.
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STAKING

I

n addition to our irst product, BoostSwap, we plan to provide other ways of earning
passive income via Boost Coin, such as staking. In the near future, rewards will be paid
directly to liquidity providers. That means that any user can contribute to our platform
and earn passive income simply by providing liquidity to one of our trading pairs. Each
trading pair has a 50/50 allocation ratio - for example, to provide liquidity to the Bitcoin/
Wrapped Ether pair, you must provide equal amounts of both assets. In exchange for
providing liquidity, Boost Swap will mint you a redemption token that re lects your
underlying assets. Over time, trading fees will be directly added to the pool which means
that your underlying tokens are increasing every day.
This ensures that there is always liquidity for users to trade into. We have seen other
protocols introduce non-symmetric pools, but this causes the additional risk of one trader
attempting to wipe out one asset from the pool. The evenly weighted dual-asset pool
provides the most lexibility and usability for everyday traders which aligns with Boost
Coin’s mission - provide an even playing ield for all crypto and DeFi users.

HOW IS THE PRICE DETERMINED?
Price is calculated by the amount of each token in the pool. Our swap router used a
constant product formula to determine each token price. The calculation is as follows:
x*y=k
x = token a
y = token b
k = constant
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By using this constant product formula, we ensure that each pool is 50/50 and the price
of one asset is dependent on the $ value of both tokens in the pool. When someone
swaps token A for token B, the number of token A in the pool increases while the number
of token B decreases. The pool is still in a 50/50 state because the balance is in regards
to the $ value. Price of token A has decreased while the price of token B has increased.
Having a constant product formula ensures that all traders are aware of price impacts of
other market participants. It also works better for small-cap traders because larger
transactions will execute at exponentially worse rates than smaller ones.

SECURITY & TRUST

O

ne of the largest concerns circling around blockchain technology is the
prevention of fraud and theft. To help alleviate some of these concerns, we have
chosen to deploy our irst blockchain as an ERC-20 token, rather than an
independent blockchain. By transacting over the Ethereum network, we add the bene it
of 7+ years of security and decentralization which has proven to be one of the most
secure networks in existence. While there are certain issues concerning transactions per
second and, more importantly, the high cost of transactions via gas fees, we believe that
Ethereum 2.0 is the future and that the August 4th London fork, and the inevitable switch
from proof of work to proof of stake will remedy the majority of these issues. In the
future, as we become more decentralized, it is our belief that key stakeholders may prefer
to invest resources into our own blockchain network, separate from Ethereum, or one of
its competitors. This is possible through our future governance model, discussed in the
next section, and certainly all advancements are welcome to strengthen the speed,
e iciency, and integrity of the Boost network.

The second component we wanted to address prior to launch is the increasing concern
of bad actors manipulating the core code in order to extract liquidity out of the system,
leaving others “holding the bag”. We have contracted one of the top third party auditing
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irms in order to assure all those who wish to participate in this new network the peace of
mind to know that the core code is sound, and to have the ability to review an
independent audit to have irst hand knowledge of all the mechanics involved in this and
other codes to be deployed.
Finally, we will be using Ethereum Name Service to dox all wallets holding Boost token
related to the core team. These include any marketing wallets, the market making wallet,
and the burn wallet. This will give full transparency to the public at all times.

DECENTRALIZED BUSINESS MODEL

A

s stated in the irst section of this document, our aim is to provide tools which
enhance the ability to create a more fair playing ield when it comes to inance.

To that end, it is our ultimate goal to evolve this network into a DAO (decentralized
autonomous organization). We will do this in a series of phases, in which the central
authority will, piece by piece, yield that authority over to a more decentralized governing
body, which shall consist of Boost token holders at large. This will enable the ecosystem
to evolve relative to the best interests of those who actively participate in its growth.
Resources such as Boost core wallets shall be accessible to a foundation, whose
members shall be voted on by stakeholders. In this delegated system, we believe the true
sense of democracy shall allow Boost to grow and evolve to support the interests of the
many, not the few.
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